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FLIGHT SAFETY BULLETIN PFA-247 FSB-002 

EUROPA SERVICEABILITY 

This bulletin has been raised to draw Europa owners' attention to various service defects 
which have come to light on Europa aircraft operating on PFA pennits to Fly. 

As the number of hours on the Europa 'fleet'grows, it is inevitable that airworthiness 
snags crop up due to wear, rough use, aging, etc and the points raised below do not imply 
any criticism of the aircraft's design. The details are passed on for the benefit of all 
Europa owners to show what to guard against and particular points to look for when pre
flight checking their machines. A similar list wiH fonn part of a future addition of 
'Notes to PFA Inspectors'. 

1.	 Delamination of Europa 'Classic' wing skins in 'wing walk' area. One high-time 
Europa has developed a separation 'bubble' several inches diameter between the 
upper wing skin and the foam core, in the area adjacent to the rear wing attachment. 
The separation was not visually obvious but showed up by pressing down on the skin 
locally with the ball ofa thumb, or through 'coin taps'. This de-lamination is in the 
area where the owner kneels on the wing when working in the cockpit, or placing 
baggage in the baggage area, and has almost certainly been caused by 'point loading' 
due to the owner's entire weight being concentrated on a small area of wing surface 
by his hard, knobbly knee-cap. No separation in this area is-acceptable, as the wing 
skins are highly stressed in the area of the wing root attachments. You should avoid 
c~using point loading in this way, for example by laying a rigid foam mat over the 
wjng~walk when kneeling on it, or finding an alternative posture. If wing skin 
separation is found, Europa Aircraft have details of a simple repair scheme which 
should be embodied immediately before the problem becomes more serious. 

2.	 Vertical 'play'in tailplane mass balance arm attachment to cross-tube. One high-time 
example has shown play developing in this area, allowing the tailplane to pitch 
through a small distance (an inch at the trailing distance) before causing movement of 
the mass balance ann. Play of this sort is most likely due to worn bolt holes at the 
strut support tube ends, or of the holes for the high-tolerance pins TP l4A and TPl4B 
through the tailpfane torque tube. Wear is probably caused by inertia loads on the 
mass balance when taxiing over rough ground, or by unsympathetic pilots banging 
the controls against the stops during 'full and free' checks. Due to the vital role of the 
mass balance ann in preventing tailplane flutter, no 'play' in this area is acceptable. 
Access is unfortunately difficult. many builders have installed access panels in this 



Our thanks to the PFA Inspectors who have passed on details of the above snags, in 
particular John Scott and David Machin. 

We are also enclosing with this bulletin: 

•	 a copy of an article on the subject of 'Inspection of Composite Aircraft' 

•	 a copy ofPFA safety bulletin PFA-247 FSB-OOl, sent previously only to owners of 
PFA-pennitted,Europas. 

•	 a copy of the PFA <notes for PFA coaches' on handling the Europa, written by former 
National Coach, John Brownlow. 

All Europa owners are no doubt aware of the two separate recent accidents to Europas G
KWIP and G-MKPU which have seriously injured well-known Europa builder and PFA 
inspector Graham Singleton and EFIS-builder Isaac Poral, and took the life of Marshall 
Papworth. Graham and Isaac required intensive surgery and were in a critical condition 
for many days but thankfully are both now on the long road to recovery. 

The PFA is in contact with the AAIB staff dealing with both accidents and we will ensure 
that Europa owners are infonned if anything ofsignificance needs to be passed on. It is 
early days yet but at this point the investigators advise that they have not come upon any 
engineering or design issues relevant to either accident. 

Francis Donaldson 
Chief Engineer 
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